WORLD of
BATHROOMS
Appealing bathroom design
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Experience culture
Founded in 1748 in the heart of Europe, today a world-famous brand. Villeroy&Boch looks back on a rich tradition
and has developed a culture from its very beginning. This has resulted in a quality and diversity that cannot fail to
impress. Our products embody classical elegance, the beauty of nature or urban design. Discover a special selection
of our bathroom collections in four style worlds: Classic, Country, Metropolitan and Easy. Whatever your personal
style, with Villeroy&Boch you can experience culture in your own home.
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TitanCeram, the innovative material for
extraordinarily precise forms. Find out
more on page 125.
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The name Villeroy&Boch is a promise. A promise of products whose outstanding quality
is evident at first glance. This is because they meet the highest requirements of material and
aesthetics in every single detail. Shaped by a deeply rooted culture of innovation,
Villeroy&Boch regularly transforms visions into reality. After all, the more than 265-year
company history stands for unparalleled experience and skill.

Quality and performance from the
very beginning
These are reflected both in the selection of high-quality materials and in the last critical
glance of our experts. In impact and scratch-resistant ceramics that are outstanding on the
strength of their durability, ease of care and excellent hygiene properties. In furniture that
has characteristically high quality surface structures and colour plus beautifully sealed edges
and corners. And in material innovations such as TitanCeram or Quaryl®, which open up
completely new possibilities as far as form is concerned. Paired with state-of-the-art manufacturing methods, we create products that will be a tremendous source of delight from day
one, and that will continue to delight for a long time to come.
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CLASSIC
Sophisticated elegance in a contemporary style
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CLASSIC
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HOMMAGE bathroom collection

LA FLEUR tap fittings programme

BIANCONERO tiles

HOMMAGE

Paying tribute to a great age

10

Inspired by the early years of the 20th
century, the collection brings together
the timeless design elements of a great
age: striking forms and stepped reliefs
on all the ceramics. With washbasin
countertops made of premium Carrara
marble,

combined

with

real-wood

furniture in the colour walnut and fine
ceramic

knobs,

Hommage

offers

fascinating quality that meets even the
highest standards. Washbasin countertops made of black marble in combination with furniture in White Matt
Lacquer and the smoothly ground
washbasins introduce new, luxurious
highlights.
villeroyboch.com/hommage

HOMMAGE
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VIVIA bathroom collection with VIVIA Comfort toilet
JUST tap fittings programme BIANCONERO tiles

VIVIA

Experience absolute comfort
12

Vivia makes life easier. With lots of
clever extras that can be combined to
meet your individual needs. A luxuriously equipped shower that satisfies the
highest demands in terms of both space
and comfort. Plus large washbasins and
comfortable toilet models that make
Vivia

the

perfectly-equipped

living

bathroom. Offering maximum comfort
down to the very last detail, the comprehensive collection by Villeroy&Boch
also looks remarkably good. Spot on for
those who want to treat themselves to a
special bathroom.
villeroyboch.com/vivia

THE JUST WASHBASIN TAP FITTING can also be fitted with a pull-out hand-held shower head (see page 110).

VIVIA
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CONSOLE WITH
FOLD-AWAY MIRROR

STOOL
WITH STORAGE SPACE

VIVIA COMFORT TOILET
WITH STANDARD SEAT

VIVIA TOILET
WITH SLIMSEAT

You will find further information on the practical
Vivia shower panel and the matching shower stool
on page 107.
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VIVIA FURNITURE FINISHES

DH Glossy White

MS White Matt

E8 White Wood

PN Elm Impresso

N9 Terra Matt

E3 Stone Grey

FP Glossy Grey

E1 Santana Oak

FQ Oak Graphite

VIVIA
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LA BELLE bathroom collection

LA FLEUR tap fittings programme

BIANCONERO + MOONLIGHT + BERNINA tiles

LA BELLE

A new sensuality
16

Elegance is more than just beauty. It is also
the portrayal of timeless sensuality. La Belle
tempts with its elegantly curved lines: it’s all
that dreams are made of – in a bathroom full
of sensuous details, such as the floral La
Rose décor. This harmonious interaction
forms the soul of the collection and creates
an unusually striking design. The La Belle
furniture is not only extremely attractive, it
also impresses with its very high standard of
workmanship and generously designed
interior. This is complemented by the
comfortable Quaryl® bath, the free-standing
model makes an especially extravagant
statement.
villeroyboch.com/labelle

LA BELLE
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SENTIQUE
Understated elegance

SENTIQUE bathroom collection

18

JUST tap fittings programme

MOONLIGHT + NATURE SIDE tiles

Modern style. Timeless design. Sentique
has impressively straight lines that
combine with discreet curves to achieve
perfect balance. Added elegance: a
facetted edge features on all the ceramic
elements. The furniture in Glossy
White, Terra Matt and Elm Impresso
meets the highest design and material
requirements

and

offers

generous

storage space. Solid materials and
high-quality workmanship ensure that
Sentique is made to last.
villeroyboch.com/sentique

SENTIQUE
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AMADEA bathroom collection
LA FLEUR tap fittings programme
LA DIVA + FIRE & ICE tiles

AMADEA

True elegance is timeless

20

With an especially elegant basic form
and

decorative

yet

sleek

ceramic

contouring, Amadea lends a new lease
of life to the historical models that
inspired the collection. In addition to
the pedestal washbasin that can be fitted
in a free-standing position, the collection
now also includes a ground washbasin:
combined with a high-quality washbasin
countertop, the new “pièce de résistance”
meets the highest aesthetic standards in
the bathroom.
villeroyboch.com/amadea

AMADEA
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COUNTRY
Harmonious forms, styled by nature
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COUNTRY
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AVEO NEW GENERATION bathroom collection
L’AURA tap fittings programme
UPPER SIDE tiles

AVEO
NEW GENERATION
A modern interpretation of natural aesthetics

24

Distinctive forms with contemporary flair:
originally designed by Conran&Partners
exclusively for Villeroy&Boch, Aveo New
Generation offers light, delicate washbasins
and furniture in a natural look. The curved
fronts harmoniously complement the oval
form of the ceramics. Real wood veneer
such as Dark Oak and Pure Oak plus the
Glossy White Lacquer finish emphasise the
high-class design. The collection can also be
combined with selected surface-mounted
washbasins from the My Nature or
Loop&Friends collections.
villeroyboch.com/aveonewgeneration

AVEO NEW GENERATION 25

26

AVEO NEW GENERATION bathroom collection

L’AURA tap fittings programme MOONLIGHT + PLACE tiles

AVEO NEW GENERATION 27

MY NATURE
MY NATURE bathroom collection
LEGATO furniture programme
L’AURA tap fittings programme
X-PLANE tiles

28

Designing a new lightness

Urban bathroom design
The My Nature collection interprets the

Every product in the My Nature collection demonstrates a sensuous

desire for simplicity in a modern way.

lightness and natural vitality: the soft curving shape of the baths,

The flowing lines of the high-quality

supported by a premium wood frame, creates a modern ambience

ceramics create an exquisite minimal-

in the bathroom. The Castanea décor that feels pleasant to the

ism with a visual appeal that promises

touch can be used to add a special aesthetic highlight to the elegant

true relaxation.

washbasins. A beautifully harmonious design that won the Red Dot

villeroyboch.com/mynature

Design Award in 2011.

MY NATURE
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TRUE OAK

A modern interpretation of
traditional craftsmanship

TRUE OAK furniture programme
LOOP & FRIENDS surface-mounted washbasin
HOMMAGE bath
LA FLEUR CLASSIQUE tap fittings programme
EAST END + NATURE SIDE tiles
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LOOP & FRIENDS

MEMENTO
MY NATURE

LOOP & FRIENDS

True

Oak,

programme

the
from

unique

furniture

LOOP & FRIENDS

LOOP & FRIENDS

Villeroy&Boch,

reflects the company’s many years of
experience in the furniture sector.
Selected oak is exquisitely crafted, with
great attention to detail, into real wood
furniture. The impressive result is
authentic in terms of both look and feel
with a timeless design. It can be
combined to optimum effect with many
surface-mounted washbasins, such as
with the Loop&Friends collection with
Farmhouse décor.
villeroyboch.com/trueoak

TRUE OAK
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METROPOLITAN
Reduced to pure aesthetics

32

METROPOLITAN
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VENTICELLO bathroom collection
LUCERNA + BIANCONERO tiles

VENTICELLO

Design the perfect line

34

Design all along the line to meet the
highest

requirements

for

modern,

individual bathroom design. The new
Venticello bathroom collection impressively combines form and function: very
thin edges for a trendy, delicate design
creating a sophisticated effect and
featuring smart details, and part of a
large product family. For a unique sense
of space. Always a fitting solution,
always distinctly individual.
villeroyboch.com/venticello

VENTICELLO
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VENTICELLO bathroom collection

JUST tap fittings programme

X-PLANE tiles

VENTICELLO
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VENTICELLO FURNITURE FINISHES

DH Glossy White

MS White Matt

E8 White Wood

PN Elm Impresso

N9 Terra Matt

E3 Stone Grey

FP Glossy Grey

E1 Santana Oak

FQ Oak Graphite

RE Glass,
Glossy White

RA Glass,
Glossy Grey

VENTICELLO FURNITURE HANDLES

1 Chrome

2 White

3 Grey

4 Blue
PERSONALISED DESIGN: The different furniture finishes and handles can be combined to suit your personal taste. Create individual design highlights,
for example, with delicate aluminium handles in five trend colours and the new, elegant glass fronts offering shiny reflections and contrasts.
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5 Copper

VENTICELLO
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MEMENTO bathroom collection
CULT tap fittings programme
ONE & ONLY tiles

MEMENTO
Scope for personality

40

Freed from the superfluous, Memento
demonstrates consistent, straight lines. The
minimalist design of this premium collection stands for maximum aesthetics. The
exclusive Bright Oak furniture finish creates
tactile and visual contrasts to the ceramics
– every touch becomes an experience. The
overall impression becomes even more
purist with the furniture colour White Matt
Lacquer and matching grey glass panels.
villeroyboch.com/memento

MEMENTO
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MEMENTO bathroom collection
JUST tap fittings programme
SQUARO bath
BERNINA tiles
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MEMENTO

43

LEGATO

Unique, both day and night

LEGATO bathroom collection

44

CULT tap fittings programme

BERNINA tiles

Clear-cut and timelessly modern, Legato
is a complete bathroom collection of
uniform elegance for sophisticated tastes.
Straight-lined ceramics perfectly complement the expressive design of the successful furniture programme. The washbasin,
in particular, appears to hover: an effect
that can be further heightened at night
with the optional LED lighting. The
handle-free, commodious furniture now
also comes in the on-trend colour White
Wood, offering plenty of scope for
combination – for a bathroom that’s as
unique as your style.
villeroyboch.com/legato

LEGATO
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Combine the styles you prefer

MEMENTO
LOOP & FRIENDS

MY NATURE

AVEO NEW GENERATION

SUBWAY 2.0

ARTIS

VENTICELLO

ARCHITECTURA

(Width x 38 cm x 50 cm)
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45 60

80 100 120 140 160 cm

(Width x 55 cm x 50 cm)

45 60

80 100 120 140 160 cm

LEGATO FURNITURE FINISHES

DH Glossy White

MS White Matt

E8 White Wood

PN Elm Impresso

N9 Terra Matt

E3 Stone Grey

FP Glossy Grey

E1 Santana Oak

FQ Oak Graphite

LEGATO
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ARCHITECTURA
The variety of clear design

ARCHITECTURA bathroom collection CULT tap fittings programme
LEGATO furniture programme NATURE SIDE + BERNINA tiles
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Enjoy maximum freedom when designing your bathroom – with the versatile
Architectura

complete

collection.

Choose between round, oval or angular
forms, lots of different sizes, as well as
different installation variants, and give
your bathroom its own distinctive style.
You’ll be amazed by the practical design
of the washbasins and shower trays and
impressed by the unique hygiene
advantages of the innovative DirectFlush
toilets. And all at such great value for
money.
villeroyboch.com/architectura

ARCHITECTURA
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ARCHITECTURA bathroom collection

CULT tap fittings programme

LIGHT & SHADE + X-PLANE tiles

ARCHITECTURA
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PURA bathroom collection
VENTICELLO furniture programme
CULT tap fittings programme
UPPER SIDE tiles

PURA

A sensuous composition of consummate style

52

Pura, the new high-quality bathroom
collection

from

Villeroy&Boch,

epitomises exclusivity and elegance. Its
delicate silhouette blends with the soft,
flowing forms to produce an exquisitely
feminine

collection.

Minimalistic

furniture from the Venticello collection
provides a visual contrast, creating the
perfect setting for the irresistible Pura
ceramic design. You will be delighted by
this entrancing, high-quality bathroom
collection that is anything but ordinary.
Discover a bathroom that’s as unique as
your style.
villeroyboch.com/pura

PURA
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EASY
The simplicity of beauty
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EASY

55

AVENTO bathroom collection
SUBWAY tap fittings programme
CENTURY UNLIMITED + PRO ARCHITECTURA tiles

AVENTO

My lifestyle

56

Fresh design, amazingly practical and
excellent value for money. Avento has
everything that a modern bathroom
requires: and much more! In addition to
a perfect look, the new Villeroy&Boch
bathroom collection sports some very
practical features - from trendy furniture
with acrylic glass fronts in four colours
to the rimless DirectFlush toilet for
optimum hygiene. And all this in various
different sizes to cater for smaller
bathrooms or guest bathrooms, too.

AVENTO FURNITURE FINISHES

Avento is ideal for those who want to
show off their bathrooms to best
advantage.
villeroyboch.com/avento

B4 Crystal White

B1 Crystal Grey

B3 Crystal Black

B2 Crystal Blue

AVENTO
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SUBWAY 2.0

As diverse as life itself

58

Single people become couples and they
become parents – life never stands still.
So it’s wonderful to have different ways
to adapt to every situation that life
throws at us. Subway 2.0 offers diverse
combination possibilities for individual
bathroom furnishings. The extensive
range in both round and angled form
adapts to fit every size of room: meaning
that even smaller rooms can be used to
optimum effect. Particularly practical:
the new furniture has more storage
space and the rimless DirectFlush toilets
ensure optimum hygiene.
villeroyboch.com/subway2.0

SUBWAY 2.0
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HYGIENIC AND ULTRA-FLAT
The Subway 2.0 toilets are also available as a
rimless DirectFlush version and with various
toilet seats including the ultra-flat SlimSeat.
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SUBWAY 2.0 FURNITURE FINISHES

DH Glossy White

MS White Matt

E8 White Wood

PN Elm Impresso

N9 Terra Matt

E3 Stone Grey

FP Glossy Grey

E1 Santana Oak

FQ Oak Graphite

COUNTERTOP COLOURS

R Silver Grey

S White

Integrated handles available in Matt
Silver-Coloured or Glossy Chrome-Coloured.

SUBWAY 2.0
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Square Subway 2.0

62

Round Subway 2.0

SUBWAY 2.0
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JOYCE

Decidedly stylish

JOYCE bathroom collection JUST tap fittings programme AVALON + PURE LINE tiles

64

Joyce is an eye-catching addition to any
bathroom. It not only sports a contemporary design, the collection is also
extremely practical. From washbasin to
toilet and not forgetting the spacious
furniture, Joyce offers plenty of scope
for furnishing your bathroom exactly
according to your requirements. Pure
sophistication: thanks to the exchangeable accessories you can add colourful
accents to your bathroom, again and
again. As you like it! The DirectFlush
toilet is a particularly innovative idea.
Thanks to its rimless design it is
especially easy to clean and more
hygienic all round.
villeroyboch.com/joyce

JOYCE
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O.NOVO bathroom collection
SUBWAY tap fittings programme
LODGE + MOONLIGHT tiles

O.NOVO

Unexpectedly different

66

O.novo makes the decision easy for you!
This particularly flexible bathroom
collection offers an almost endless
variety of models, ranging from different washbasin variants, and handwashbasins to shower trays, baths and
water-saving toilets. With O.novo you
can furnish an entire bathroom — and at
surprisingly good value for money.
villeroyboch.com/o.novo

O.NOVO
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Stand-alone washbasins

ARTIS

68

Geometry is the basis of every concept:
ever-present from the initial stage right
through to the final design. In interior
design, clean, geometric forms are
frequently used to add a personal stylish
touch. A delicate lightness underlines
the modern look. With Artis, the new
Villeroy&Boch premium edition of
surface-mounted washbasins, we help
you express your personal style: choose
from four purist, delicate forms (round,
oval, square and rectangular) and
introduce modern interior design to
your bathroom!

FORM Square

villeroyboch.com/artis

STAND-ALONE WASHBASINS
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FORM Round

THE ARTIS WASHBASINS harmonise perfectly with the Legato furniture collection.
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FORM Oval

STAND-ALONE WASHBASINS
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Stand-alone washbasins

LOOP&FRIENDS

72

Bathrooms can be as different as the people
who use them. However, there is an ideal
washing area for each and every one of
them. Whether you have a lot of space or
just a little, whether you prefer round or
square forms, tone-in-tone or contrasting
colours, Villeroy&Boch offers no end of
possibilities. The distinctive form of the
Loop&Friends washbasins, for example,
stands for practical aesthetics. You can use
the new, exclusive matt shade Timber to
create special highlights. To match the
washbasins: Loop&Friends baths (see
page 86).
villeroyboch.com/loopandfriends

STAND-ALONE WASHBASINS
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Loop&Friends forms

Loop&Friends colours and décors
FARMHOUSE

OVAL

SQUARE

ROUND

RECTANGULAR

STAR WHITE

TIMBER
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Stand-alone washbasins

METRIC ART

THE GEOMETRY OF AESTHETICS: a minimalist look that turns the washbasin into the centrepiece of your bathroom.

STAND-ALONE WASHBASINS
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SUBWAY 2.0

GUEST BATHROOMS
Small bathrooms with a big impact

76

LA BELLE

HOMMAGE

AVENTO

LEGATO

MEMENTO

AVEO NEW GENERATION

JOYCE

VENTICELLO

MEMENTO

Today, guest bathrooms are a fixed part of
modern living culture - about half of all
households already have a guest bathroom.
With Villeroy&Boch, it is possible to
achieve space-saving solutions in just a few
square metres. After all, maximum quality,
comfort and a cosy atmosphere shouldn’t be
a matter of size. Our collections offer
various ceramic elements, matching tap
fittings and bathroom furniture of outstanding quality. Choose from a selection of
beautiful designs to best suit your requirements.
villeroyboch.com/guestbathroom

GUEST BATHROOMS
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Guest bathrooms

SUBWAY 2.0
78

The Subway 2.0 guest bathrooms offer
intelligent solutions for even the smallest
room. The compact dimensions of the
ceramics and furniture, plus practical
accessories, such as the towel holder,
ensure maximum comfort, even when
space is at a premium. The space-saving
cupboards and shelf systems provide a
new design freedom that will make a
lasting impression on your guests.

GUEST BATHROOMS
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Guest bathrooms

VENTICELLO

80

Venticello introduces a slimline, graceful
look to the guest bathroom. Thanks to
the stylish design and delicate edges, the
bathroom appears both inviting and is
fully in keeping with the latest trends.
Well thought-out functions and clever
storage solutions create lots of space to
feel good, even when space is at a
premium. For example, the vanity unit
of the small washbasin is available in
two heights. In addition, furniture and
handles in completely different colours
can be combined to suit your own
personal

taste.

For

a

customised

bathroom that won’t just be popular
with your guests.

GUEST BATHROOMS
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BATHING

Living in balance

82

MY NATURE

AVEO NEW GENERATION

OBERON

SUBWAY

Invigorating in the morning, relaxing in the
evening and always special. The baths by
Villeroy&Boch offer a great variety of forms
and design solutions made of high-quality
Quaryl® and acrylic. The innovative whirlpool
systems provide even more relaxation as they
transform your bathroom into a personal
wellness oasis.

BATHING
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SQUARO EDGE 12
Perfect aesthetics

84

Discover a new dimension to Squaro:
the distinguishing features of the unique
Squaro Edge 12 are its clear lines and
stylish design. The slender 12 millimetre
rim is a special highlight. Squaro Edge
12 combines special bathing comfort
and premium aesthetics. Quaryl®, an
in-house material development, is used
to achieve unusual bath designs and
immaculate forms.
villeroyboch.com/squaroedge12

BATHING

85

LOOP&
FRIENDS
Two forms, endless possibilities

86

Loop&Friends is based on a very simple
concept. The 22 different baths in the
collection have either a round or square
inner form, making them perfectly
suited to any bathroom. You can choose
between free-standing baths, built-in
baths and compact solutions for special
space requirements.
villeroyboch.com/loopandfriends

BATHING
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WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS

Ultimate relaxation for the sake of your health

88

Water as a source of well-being
Taking regular baths provides a comforting feeling of weightlessness
and takes the strain off joints, ligaments and the spine. You’ll soon
feel any pain easing, particularly after exercising or if you suffer
from problems with your joints.

The comfortable warm massage relaxes body and soul
Massage and warmth help to relax the muscles and release tension.
They stimulate the circulation, boost the immune system and
improve the metabolism, and this keeps the tissue and skin supple.

You can find peace and relaxation
whenever you want it. Turn your
Villeroy&Boch bath into your very own
oasis of wellness. The beneficial effect

Taking a little time out from everyday life

on your health of the innovative

A whirlpool is just the ticket if you want to switch off and forget the

whirlpool systems by Villeroy&Boch

stresses of everyday life. The warm water has a calming effect that

supports regeneration and will help you

allows all your senses to wind down, ensuring healthy and relaxing

to boost your energy levels. Experience

sleep. Transform your bathroom into your own personal refuge and

uncomplicated relaxation in reliable

recharge your batteries for the next day – in a Villeroy&Boch

Villeroy&Boch quality at great value for

whirlpool.

money.
villeroyboch.com/whirlpools2

WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS
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Whirlpool systems

As much comfort as you want: each of the three whirlpool systems is available with different comfort features.

AirPool

AirPool Entry-Level

AirPool Comfort

HydroPool Entry-Level

HydroPool Comfort

CombiPool Entry-Level

CombiPool Comfort

CombiPool Invisible

CombiPool Active

The air system for an invigorating massage. In the AirPool, air is
injected into the bath through special jets and dispersed as fine bubbles.
These air jets are located in the base and ensure a stimulating massage.
The pipes to the base jets are blown dry after use.
Air jets in the base of
the bath

HydroPool
The water system for targeted body massage. Water is extracted and
pumped back into the bath through water jets. The HydroPool massage
jet stimulates the muscles and local metabolism. Residual water is
drained away.
Water jets in the sides
of the bath

CombiPool
The combination of AirPool and HydroPool offers the best of both
worlds: air jets in the base of the bath and water jets, depending on the
model, in the back, at the sides and/or in the foot area. The jets can also
be adjusted and used separately, for an all-round body massage that
Air jets in the base and
water jets in the sides
of the bath

gently eases tensions and stimulates the circulation. The CombiPool is
also used for hydrotherapy. Residual water is drained away and the base
jets blown dry.
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FEATURES

From the invigorating AirPool Entry-Level to the luxurious CombiPool Active you are sure to find a model to suit your needs.

AIRPOOLS

HYDROPOOLS

COMBIPOOLS
SPECIALPOOLS

AIRPOOL
ENTRY-LEVEL

AIRPOOL
COMFORT

HYDROPOOL
ENTRY-LEVEL

HYDROPOOL
COMFORT

COMBIPOOL
ENTRY-LEVEL

COMBIPOOL
COMFORT

COMBIPOOL
INVISIBLE

COMBIPOOL
ACTIVE

10 micro base jets

10 large Whisper base jets

-

-

10 micro base jets

10 large Whisper base jets

12 large Fitness jets

24 Air Royale jets

-

-

8 micro back jets

2 micro foot jets;
8 Whisper side jets;
8 micro back jets

8 micro back jets

2 micro foot jets;
8 Whisper side jets;
8 micro back jets

16 pop-up side jets

8 Whisper Active side jets;
6 Active back jets;
2 Active foot jets

Integrated
rim-mounted control

Integrated
rim-mounted control

Integrated
rim-mounted control

Integrated
rim-mounted control

Integrated
rim-mounted control

Integrated
rim-mounted control

Smart Control

Smart Control

Interval

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

Programmes

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

6

Whisper Effect

-

●

-

●

-

●

-

●

2 white LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 white LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 white LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

2 coloured LEDs

Standard

Air jets

Water jets

Control system

Light

WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS
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AirPool Entry-Level
Relaxing bathing pleasure
The AirPool Entry-Level is the optimum model for everyone wanting greater relaxation in
their own bathroom. Ten jets arranged in an even pattern on the base of the bath offer an
invigorating and stimulating massage and effectively release tight muscles.

HydroPool Entry-Level
Relaxation for your back
With the HydroPool Entry-Level, you can give your back a treat whenever you want – and
at good value for money. The ergonomically-arranged jets massage the upper and lower
back, as well as the shoulders, ensuring a feeling of complete relaxation.

SQUARO Quaryl® bath with AirPool Entry-Level system

CombiPool Entry-Level
Moments of enjoyment in your own bathroom

Efficient massage effect and atmospheric lighting

The CombiPool combines all the advantages of the AirPool and the HydroPool in a

The standard equipment in our Entry-Level whirlpool systems

premium system for a full body massage. The CombiPool Entry-Level offers an indulgent,

includes intermittent massage and LED underwater lighting. The

relaxing massage thanks to dynamic air jets from the base of the bath and a powerful

pleasant sensory stimulation ensures long-lasting massage enjoyment

water-air massage for the back. A unique pleasure that, thanks to the stylish design of the

and an intense bathing experience and the energy-saving lighting in

jets, also leaves a lasting impression on the eye.

clear, white light creates a pleasant, feel-good atmosphere.
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Underwater lighting
2 white LED-lamps

AirPool Comfort

Silent wellness pleasure and colourful light

Tingling and as quiet as a whisper

sound-insulation requirements in compliance with DIN

The fine air bubbles in the AirPool Comfort act rather like a gentle peel for the skin. The

4109 as tested at the Fraunhofer Institut and, thanks to

10 quiet Whisper jets promote calm and relaxation and, thanks to their flat design, offer

Whisper technology, are amongst the quietest available on

maximum sitting and lying comfort. In the Quaryl® models, the jets are flush-mounted

the market. Ideal for switching off and relaxing after a loud

ensuring perfect aesthetics.

and hectic working day.

All Comfort Pool variants and the CombiPool Active meet

The individually controllable light in various colours has a
proven positive effect on body and soul.

2 coloured LED lights

HydroPool Comfort
Pampered from head to toe
Thanks to its beneficial back and side massage, the HydroPool Comfort is the ideal place
to unwind. A total of 18 jets stimulate the whole body, from the shoulders to the feet. The
side jets are manually adjustable and closable and can be rotated by almost 360° - for an
individual massage tailored exactly to personal preferences and requirements.

CombiPool Comfort
Ultra-quiet chillaxing
Enjoy the stimulating full-body massage of the quiet CombiPool Comfort and allow your
body and mind to chillax in the wonderful atmosphere created by the colourful light of
your choice. The intense massage provided by 10 base, 8 side, 8 back and 2 feet jets
relaxes the muscles and nerves, stimulates the circulation and releases tension. The gentle
exfoliating effect has long-term benefits for the skin.

LOOP & FRIENDS Acrylic bath with HydroPool Comfort system

WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS
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CombiPool Invisible
Your personal pampering programme
The CombiPool Invisible is a whirlpool and designer object in one. All but invisible, its jets
become an integral part of the bath as a whole, ensuring visual harmony. The unique Smart
Control is particularly convenient and can be used to adjust the various features.
Efficient massage effect
The efficient, intermittent massage creates a pleasant, pulsating sensation when it comes
into contact with the body. Ideal for those who, after regular exercise, want to relax,
effectively reduce muscular tension and prevent aches and pains.
Invisible wellness pleasure
InvisibleJets are standard in both the acrylic and the Quaryl® versions. In the Quaryl®
version, they are integrated completely flush in the bath.

Smart Control
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2 coloured LED lights

16 pop-up side jets

SQUARO Quaryl® bath with CombiPool Invisible system

CombiPool Active
For a targeted massage
The silent CombiPool Active brings luxury and comfort to your bathroom. At the touch of
a button, you can select one of the beneficial massages from the varied programmes offering
everything from gentle stimulation to the effective release of muscular tension. A total of 40
jets ensure an extraordinary massage experience similar to that offered by a real masseur.
The innovative Active jets can be individually controlled and ensure a targeted and intensive
massage.
Comfort programmes
The six available programmes were developed in collaboration with the sports medicine
specialist, Prof. Dr. Allmann: they offer sheer relaxation and promote your emotional
well-being and physical health in the long term.

For a deep massage as if by hand

Active jets

SQUARO EDGE 12 Quaryl® bath with CombiPool Active system

WHIRLPOOL SYSTEMS
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SHOWERING
Todays variety
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ARCHITECTURA METALRIM shower tray

FUTURION FLAT shower tray

SQUARO INFINITY shower tray

SQUARO SUPERFLAT shower tray

Choose from a wide variety of different
shower trays – according to colour, shape
and format. Look forward to the modern
design that the shower trays will bring to
your bathroom. And discover the innovative
Infinity shower trays that can be cut exactly
to size to fit almost every bathroom layout
and therefore offer completely new possibilities for personalised bathroom design.

SHOWERING
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SQUARO INFINITY
The customised solution
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With Squaro Infinity, Villeroy&Boch
presents an innovative shower tray made
of Quaryl® that can be cut to size right
down to the last millimetre. It is available
in individual sizes and can even be
adapted

to

accommodate

corners,

columns or projections. This opens up a
wealth of possibilities for bathroom
design and offers a customised solution
even for complex room layouts. The

SHOWER TRAY COLOURS AND OUTLET COLOURS*

slim, ultra-flat form and the flush,
integrated

outlet

set

the

highest

standards in terms of design.
villeroyboch.com/squaroinfinity

41 Edelweiss

2S Crème

4S Brown

3S Grey

1S Anthracite

* The outlet colours exactly match the shower tray colours.

SHOWERING
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SQUARO
SUPERFLAT
Perfect harmony
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Stylish design for timelessly modern
bathrooms: aesthetic appeal down to the
smallest detail is guaranteed thanks to
the use of Quaryl®. As the flattest shower
tray

from

Villeroy&Boch

Squaro

Superflat fits perfectly into the floor.
Coordinated with the latest floor trends
and

different

tile

ranges

from

SQUARO SUPERFLAT COLOURS

Villeroy&Boch, the coloured models
can be chosen to create a uniform look
- for modern bathroom design in a class
of its own.
villeroyboch.com/squaro

01 White Alpin

96 Star White

41 Edelweiss

2S Crème

4S Brown

3S Grey

1S Anthracite
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SUBWAY INFINITY
Adapts and fits in
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Subway Infinity is the new ceramic
shower tray by Villeroy&Boch that can
be cut to size. On request, it is available
in individual sizes and can even be
adapted to fit complex layouts, for
example, with columns, corners or
projections. With the help of the
completely new ViPrint décors, the
shower tray can be designed to match
the Villeroy&Boch floor tiles. Fitted
flush with the matching tiles, the Subway
Infinity rimless shower tray is the ideal

VIPRINT DÉCORS*

SHOWER TRAY COLOURS

* For production reasons, ViPrint and tile décors can have slightly different

Perfectly match the colours of Villeroy & Boch tiles, with anti-slip class PN 18 for

colour nuances.

maximum safety

addition to any modern bathroom.
Outlets in various colours complete the
contemporary design.
villeroyboch.com/subwayinfinity

A1 Lodge
Beige-Effect

A2 X-Plane
Crème-Effect

A3 X-Plane
Anthracite-Effect

01 White
Anti-slip

TP Taupe
Anti-slip

W9 Ardoise
Anti-slip
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ARCHITECTURA
METALRIM
Ultra-flat design, extra stability
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SHOWER TRAY
COLOURS *

01 White Alpin

96 Star White

41 Edelweiss

The Architectura MetalRim shower

2S Crème

trays are ultra-flat, rimless and made of
premium acrylic. This new generation
of shower trays features the first use of
4S Brown

the MetalRim technology developed by
Villeroy&Boch: this galvanised steel
reinforcement integrated into the rim
area guarantees maximum material

3S Grey

stability. Discover minimalist design and
a great range of models for individual
style options.
villeroyboch.com/architectura_metalrim

* Selected models also available in matt colours.

1S Anthracite
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Futurion Flat
Concentrating on the essentials
The Futurion Flat shower trays can be
stylishly adapted to suit your bathroom.
With their aesthetic, extra flat design,
they are impressive whether placed flat
onto the finished floor or with a tiled
edge. The exclusive character and high
functional value are largely thanks to
Quaryl®, the innovative material from
Villeroy&Boch.
villeroyboch.com/futurionflat
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Vivia
Experience absolute comfort
The luxuriously equipped Vivia shower
incorporates many hidden features.
Particularly convenient: the shower
panel conceals storage space for a towel
and other shower utensils. Different
shower features, such as the rain shower
or waterfall outlet, enhance the showering experience so that the stresses of the
day are simply washed away. And the
comfortable,

non-slip

shower

stool

provides a safe place to sit.
villeroyboch.com/vivia
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VICONNECT
The clever connection
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VICONNECT FLUSH PLATES
MODEL

COLOUR VARIANTS

L200

RB Glass,

with LED light

Glossy Black

M200

RB Glass,

RA Glass,

Glossy Black

Glossy Grey

61 Chrome

69 Brushed

The new ViConnect product category
complements

the

Villeroy&Boch

ceramic toilets to perfection. Modern
and timeless flush plates in an exclusive
Villeroy&Boch design allow for person-

RT Glass, Terra

RE Glass,
Glossy White

alised bathroom design. The glass
variants in four premium colours are a
real highlight and perfectly offset the
Villeroy&Boch furniture finishes. The
black glass flush plate is also optionally

E200

68 White

Chrome

available with atmospheric LED light.
The product category also comprises
reliable dry-wall and brick-wall construction elements tailored to every building
scenario.
villeroyboch.com/viconnect

E100

61 Chrome

69 Brushed

68 White

Chrome
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TAP FITTINGS&
ACCESSORIES
The icing on the cake

JUST

110

CULT

L‘AURA

JUST

LA FLEUR

JUST

SOURCE FLOW

L‘AURA

CULT

SUBWAY

Tap fittings from Villeroy&Boch set off the
bathroom ceramics not only in practical
terms but aesthetically, too. Whether classic
or modern – every range is suitable for
combining in many different ways and
includes numerous product variants and
accessories for washbasins, showers, baths
and bidets. Good design: it’s all in the
details!
villeroyboch.com/bathroomtaps
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MIRRORS&
MIRROR CABINETS
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MY VIEW-IN

MORE TO SEE 14

MY VIEW 14

MY VIEW 14

Practical, attractive and a real eye-catcher in
the bathroom: discover the mirrors and
mirror cabinets from Villeroy&Boch. They
are available in all kinds of designs and
sizes.

Really

special:

the

integrated

energy-saving LED lighting with dimmer
settings and freely adjustable light colour
can be adjusted at any time to suit your
requirements - from bright and natural to
warm and cosy. And take a look at the More
To See 14 mirror with its optional sound
system and the clever new My View-In
mirror which is set in the wall.
villeroyboch.com/moretosee
villeroyboch.com/myview
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INNOVATIONS
All signs point to progress
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HYGIENE

SUSTAINABILITY

Since 1748, Villeroy&Boch has never stood

DESIGN

still. It has always been committed to staying
ahead of the market and to leading the way
with its innovative strength. Numerous
highly qualified specialists working in
Research and Development at the company
headquarters in Mettlach, as well as at its

COMFORT

locations abroad, ensure that this continues.
They employ state-of-the-art development
and test equipment. Our innovations are
designed to improve quality of life. Again
and again, these include patented solutions
that are only available from Villeroy&Boch.
They reduce water consumption, facilitate
cleaning, offer greater comfort and highlight
our high design standard.
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OUR
HYGIENE CHAMPION
The innovative toilet for triple cleanliness

DirectFlush

Rimless design

AntiBac

Anti-bacterial protection

CeramicPlus

Dirt-repellent surface
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW
GENERATION OF TOILETS:
HYGIENE
• The inside of the bowl is flushed completely
• Precise, splash-free flow of water right up
to the rim
• Simple care and immaculate cleaning
thanks to the rimless design
EFFICIENCY
• Optimum water flow for maximum flushing
effect

DirectFlush

• Water-saving, with a flushing volume of
only 3 or 4.5 l

The ultimate in hygiene

DESIGN

The new generation of rimless toilets

• Attractive, timeless design

satisfies the highest hygiene require-

• More than 20 DirectFlush models available

ments and permits quick and easy
cleaning. DirectFlush toilets ensure top
flushing performance with minimum

Ledge

Ledge

water consumption, so they are kind on
the environment and your wallet, too!

Rim

The best thing about it is thanks to their
ever increasing number of models, the
DirectFlush toilets are available for
almost all current collections.
villeroyboch.com/directflush

Conventional toilets

Rimless toilets

Rimless DirectFlush toilets

with rim | with ledge

without rim | without ledge

without rim | with ledge
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AntiBac
Lasting protection against bacteria
AntiBac is an innovative hygiene
solution for the bathroom, which really
reduces the risk of bacteria being
transmitted. The new glaze contains
silver ions and has been proven to
reduce the growth of bacteria on ceramic
surfaces and toilet seats by more than
99.9 %.

In

combination

with

CeramicPlus and the rimless DirectFlush
toilets,

AntiBac

ensures

maximum

cleanliness and hygiene – for the entire
product lifetime!
villeroyboch.com/antibac
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CeramicPlus

Conventional ceramics

Less cleaning - more time to enjoy life
For more than 15 years CeramicPlus, the dirt-repellent surface finish for ceramics, has
been facilitating bathroom cleaning for millions of customers. The innovative finishing
process ensures that surface water immediately forms droplets that simply flow off the
surface, taking the dissolved dirt and limescale with them. And should any deposits
remain, CeramicPlus is much easier to clean. Even dried limescale is easier to remove
in an environmentally-friendly manner without the use of aggressive cleaning agents - a
real advantage in the bathroom! Tested and confirmed by the wfk-Forschungsinstitut für
Reinigungstechnologie.

Flow properties of liquids on a conventional

Dirt and limescale adhere more easily to

ceramic surface.

conventional ceramics.

villeroyboch.com/ceramicplus

CeramicPlus

Liquids flow off more quickly with CeramicPlus;

With CeramicPlus, dirt is hardly able to gain a

the ceramics stay cleaner.

hold. For easy cleaning, even with dried on
limescale.
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SoftClosing

DualFlush

Thanks to special dampers integrated in the hinges,

The DualFlush water-saving button enables you to

toilet seats with SoftClosing technology close gently

choose between a large and a small flushing volume.

and silently. This enhances comfort and prevents any

Press the large button to trigger the conventional 6-litre

noise or minor accidents caused by the cover slamming

flush and the small button for just 3 litres.

shut.

QuickRelease
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AquaReduct

WC seats with QuickRelease technology can be

With this innovation, Villeroy&Boch has succeeded in

removed and replaced in a flash. This means that those

reducing the standard flush from 6 to just 4.5 litres for

areas of the toilet rim that are difficult to access can

a whole range of toilets. This means a saving of 1.5

also be cleaned with ease. Reattaching the seat is just

litres of water per flush — yet with the same powerful

as easy.

flushing performance.

GreenGain
Saving water – good for you and the environment. Our efforts

compared with a conventional 6-litre toilet. With the additional

to develop particularly sustainable products have resulted in

water-saving button, consumption can be reduced even further

innovative water-saving technologies. They reduce consump-

to just 2 litres. The innovative toilet design guarantees

tion considerably and have set new standards. So you are

excellent flushing performance, even with these low volumes

being kind on both the environment and your wallet.

of water.

The GreenGain toilet from the Architectura collection is
revolutionising water consumption. Thanks to an innovative
water-distribution system with three inlets, it only needs 3.5
litres of water per flush. This corresponds to a saving of 40 %

EasyAccess
The Push&Pull siphon with receptacle
The EasyAccess siphon facilitates cleaning the outlet because,
unlike the conventional siphon, it is easily accessible from
above. Particularly practical: earrings or other jewellery
accidentally dropped in the bowl are no longer lost as they
land in an integrated receptacle that can be quickly removed
from above without having to dismantle the pipe.
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ViClean-L
Inspired by Nature
Inspired by Nature: because only Nature
succeeds in striking a perfect balance
between aesthetics and practicality with
such ease. ViClean-L stands for the
skilful symbiosis of toilet and bidet. The
highest design and hygiene requirements
for the room in which we long for a
harmonious blend of function, purity
and form. Thanks to the concealed
electricity and water connections it
blends perfectly into every environment
and will become part of your personal
space.
villeroyboch.com/viclean_l
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ViClean-U+
Beyond technology
ViClean-U+ offers the perfect combination of toilet and bidet. Thanks to the
new, concealed, integrated water and
power connections, the clear-cut design
of this premium shower toilet really
comes to the fore. Numerous individual
functions satisfy the highest demands in
terms of comfort and hygiene and
ensure a pleasant feeling of cleanliness
that can only be achieved with modern
cleansing with water. Discover consummate perfection: ViClean-U+.

SHOWER NOZZLE

REMOTE CONTROL

villeroyboch.com/viclean_u
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Quaryl®
Nature perfected. The exclusive, innovative material from Villeroy&Boch sets standards in aesthetic bathroom design. Quaryl® combines
the best properties of natural quartz with the versatility of high-quality acrylic resin. It is a refinement of nature — warm, smooth and
It all starts with quartz crystal

offering clean design lines, solid and hard as crystal.
However, in a break from nature, form is not left to chance, rather it is in the hands of designers, and Quaryl® gives them completely free
rein. This can be seen particularly well in the flat shower trays, which fit perfectly into the floor; in exclusive bath designs and in whirlpools
with the flush-fitting InvisibleJets – massage jets which are almost invisible when not in use and only “pop up” when activated.
Find out more about our innovative material here:
villeroyboch.com/quaryl

The basis: 60 % pure, fine-ground quartz powder

Liquid Quaryl®

Material cross-section
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Squaro Edge 12: unique design thanks to Quaryl®

InvisibleJets

TitanCeram
Precision in its finest form
TitanCeram

is

an

innovative

material

by

Villeroy&Boch that incorporates all the experience
we have gained over more than 265 years of
ceramic manufacture. It was specifically developed
for high-quality, premium designs. For the first
time, TitanCeram permits the manufacture of
products with a unique, precise design and
extremely thin walls, sharply defined edges and all
the advantages of high-quality ceramics. This is
possible not only thanks to special production steps
but also the particular composition of clay, quartz,
feldspar and titanium oxide. TitanCeram – the
material for exceptional design highlights of the
best possible quality. For example, discover the
innovative Octagon washbasin that impressively
demonstrates the positive features of TitanCeram.
villeroyboch.com/titanceram
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BATHROOM FURNITURE
FROM VILLEROY&BOCH
Masterly craftsmanship
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True Oak
Selected oak is exquisitely crafted to create
real wood furniture. Every detail is a
testimony to great craftsmanship. The
drawers have finger-jointed corners and
hand-crafted, rectangular wooden dowels.
The supports are made of solid wood — and
have shelves that fit like a glove. Contemporary comfort:

the metal drawer runners

feature the SoftClosing mechanism for a
smooth action.

Working with high-quality materials calls

Legato

for maximum care. The wood is meticu-

Impressively sleek, the sophisticated details

lously air-dried. The grain, structures and

of this furniture programme only become

also the surface colours are continuously

apparent at second glance: for example the

monitored. Edges and corners are also

LED lighting beneath the washbasin

sealed in accordance with the most stringent

countertop. Together with the bevelled

wet room criteria. The surface and interiors

edges, this creates the impression of

of all furniture items are completed by

lightness, as if the countertop were floating.

dedicated and skilled experts and every

Handle-free fronts complete the straight-

production stage is subject to continuing

lined look perfectly.

quality controls. You can count on that.
villeroyboch.com/furniture
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Hommage

Aveo New Generation

Exquisite Hommage bathroom furniture is a testament to its origins.

Stylishly arched fronts and real-wood veneers emphasise the natural

That’s because every step is carried out with the most meticulous

look of the premium furniture collection. Countertops in Glossy

workmanship and passion. The washbasin countertops made of top

White Lacquer highlight the reduced design, whilst the elegant glass

quality marble and the ceramic knobs on the drawers demonstrate

variants in Smokey Grey add an additional exclusive touch.

impeccable style down to the very last detail.
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La Belle

Memento

The La Belle furniture features several coats of varnish, all applied

With the exclusive Bright Oak furniture surface, every touch

by hand: the special sheen creates an enchanting effect in any

becomes an experience. The highly individual real oak veneer with

bathroom. Other highlights in the collection include the elegant

its rich texture creates exciting, haptic and visual contrasts to the

frame construction of the furniture fronts, as well as the velvet-like

glass surfaces and ceramics.

finish of the interior compartments inside the vanity units.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Our collections in alphabetical order

All dimensions are in mm and refer to the width,
in the case of showers and baths to the length.
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AMADEA

Washbasins
780

Washbasins
780

Built-in washbasin
635

Bidets
wall-mounted 390

Bidets
floor-standing 385

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 365

Washdown WC
floor-standing 365

Washbasins
650, 600, 550

Washbasins Vita
650, 600

Surface-mounted washbasin
400

Surface-mounted washbasin
600

Surface-mounted washbasin
600

Semi-recessed washbasin
550

Built-in washbasin
415

Built-in washbasin
615

Built-in washbasin
615

Built-in washbasin
550

Undercounter washbasin
340

Undercounter washbasin
540

Undercounter washbasin
540

Handwashbasin
450

Bidets
wall-mounted 370

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

DirectFlush washdown WC
Compact
wall-mounted 350

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 410

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

GreenGain WC Combi-Pack
wall-mounted 360

Washdown WC Compact
wall-mounted 355

Washdown WC Vita
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

Washdown WC
floor-standing 370

Siphonic urinal
325

Siphonic urinal
325

Siphonic urinal
355

Baths
Rectangular 1700, 1600,
1500, 1400

Baths
Rectangular 1900, 1800, 1700

ARCHITECTURA
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ARCHITECTURA METALRIM

Shower tray MetalRim
Square 1000, 900, 800

Shower tray MetalRim
Rectangular 1000, 900

Shower tray MetalRim
Rectangular 1500, 1400, 1200

Shower tray MetalRim
Rectangular 1800, 1700, 1600

Surface-mounted washbasin
610

Surface-mounted washbasin
580

Surface-mounted washbasin
410

Washbasins
1000, 800

Washbasins
650, 600

Washbasins Compact
550

Handwashbasin
450

Vanity unit
967, 760

Tall cabinet
350

Side cabinet
350

ARTIS

Surface-mounted washbasin
430

AVENTO
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DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Vanity unit
417

Vanity unit
512

Vanity unit
618, 567

AVEO NEW GENERATION

Washbasins
680

Surface-mounted washbasin
595

Handwashbasin
500

Bidets
wall-mounted 400

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
410

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 400

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
410

Baths
Freestanding 1900

Vanity unit
1316

Vanity unit
1316

Vanity unit
1016

Vanity unit
616

Mirror
1435, 1135, 735

Tall cabinet
400

Shower tray
Rectangular 1000, 900

Shower tray
Rectangular 1800, 1600, 1500,
1400, 1200

Washbasins
750, 650

Built-in washbasin
630

Handwashbasin
500

Bidets
wall-mounted 370

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
370

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
410

FUTURION FLAT

Shower tray
Square 1000, 900

HOMMAGE

Washbasins
750, 650

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370
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HOMMAGE

Washdown WC
floor-standing 370

Baths
Freestanding 1771

Vanity unit
685

Vanity unit
985

Mirror
560

Side cabinet
440

Washbasins
1300

Washbasins
1000

Washbasins
800

Washbasins
650

Washbasins
600

Handwashbasin
450

Bidets
wall-mounted 370

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
370

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

Washdown WC
floor-standing 370

Vanity unit
1262

Vanity unit
1262

Vanity unit
962

Vanity unit
762

Vanity unit
612

Vanity unit
567

Vanity unit
419

Side cabinet with App surface
354

Tall cabinet
350

Tall cabinet
350

JOYCE
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LA BELLE

Washbasins
1000

Washbasins
700

Surface-mounted washbasin
850

Handwashbasin
520

Bidets
wall-mounted 385

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
385

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 385

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
385

Baths
Rectangular 1800

Baths
Freestanding 1800

Vanity unit
1350

Vanity unit
1350

Vanity unit
900

Vanity unit
1350

Vanity unit
1350

Vanity unit
670

Legs
900

Mirror
1350, 1050

Mirror
500

Tall cabinet
400

Sideboard
670

Vanity washbasin
1300

Vanity washbasin
1200, 1000, 800

Vanity washbasin
600

Handwashbasin
500

Bidets
wall-mounted 375

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
375

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 375

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
375

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
375

Baths
Rectangular 1900, 1800, 1700

Vanity unit
800, 600

Vanity unit
1000

Vanity unit
1200

Vanity unit
1300

Vanity unit
600, 450

Vanity unit
600, 450

LEGATO
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LEGATO

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Vanity unit
1600, 1400, 1200

Vanity unit
1600, 1400, 1200

Vanity unit
1600, 1400, 1200

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Vanity unit
1600, 1400, 1200

Vanity unit
1600, 1400, 1200

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Vanity unit
1600

Vanity unit
1600

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Vanity unit
1000, 800

Tall cabinet
400

Side cabinet
400

LOOP & FRIENDS

Surface-mounted washbasin
430, 380

Surface-mounted washbasin
430, 380

Surface-mounted washbasin
430, 380

Surface-mounted washbasin
630, 585

Surface-mounted washbasin
585

Built-in washbasin
535, 450, 390, 340

Built-in washbasin
530, 455

Built-in washbasin
450, 405

Built-in washbasin
660, 570, 505, 450

Built-in washbasin
660, 570

Built-in washbasin
675, 600, 510

Built-in washbasin
675, 600

Undercounter washbasin
440, 380, 330, 280

Undercounter washbasin
440, 375

Undercounter washbasin
380, 340

Undercounter washbasin
560, 485, 430, 385

Undercounter washbasin
560, 485

Undercounter washbasin
615, 540, 450

Undercounter washbasin
615, 540

Baths Square
Rectangular 1900, 1800, 1700,
1600

Baths Square
Corner 1400

Baths Square
Hexagonal 2050, 1900

Baths Square
Oval 1800

Baths Oval
Rectangular 1900, 1800, 1700,
1600
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Baths Oval
Corner 1400

Baths Oval
Hexagonal 2050, 1900

Baths Oval
Oval 1800

Washbasins
1200, 1000, 800

Washbasins
600, 500

Semi-recessed washbasin
550

Surface-mounted washbasin
600, 500

Handwashbasin
400

Bidets
wall-mounted 375

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 375

Vanity unit
1706, 1406

Vanity unit
1306

Vanity unit
1306

Vanity unit
806

Vanity unit
806

Vanity unit
806

Vanity unit
606

Mirror
1200, 800

Mirror
600, 450

Shelf
280

Side cabinet
260

Tall cabinet
400

MEMENTO
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MY NATURE

Surface-mounted washbasin
810, 610

Surface-mounted washbasin
450

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Baths
Oval 1900

Baths
Freestanding 1900

Mirror cabinet
1200

Mirror cabinet
1000, 800

Mirror cabinet
600

Washbasins
800

Washbasins
650, 600, 550

Washbasins Compact
600, 550

Washbasins Vita
800

Washbasins Vita
600, 560

Washbasins Vita
700, 600

Semi-recessed washbasin
540

Built-in washbasin
560

Undercounter washbasin
600, 530

Handwashbasin Compact
500, 450

Handwashbasin Compact
360

Handwashbasin Compact
500

Handwashbasin Compact
415

Bidets
wall-mounted 360

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
360

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 360

MY VIEW 14 | MY VIEW 14+

Mirror cabinet
1300

O.NOVO
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Washdown WC
wall-mounted 360

Washdown WC Compact
wall-mounted 360

DirectFlush washdown WC
Vita
wall-mounted 360

DirectFlush washdown WC
Vita
wall-mounted 360

Washdown WC Cascade
system
wall-mounted 360

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 360

Washdown WC for children
wall-mounted 330

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
360

Washdown WC
floor-standing 355

Washdown WC Vita
floor-standing 360

Wash-out WC Vita
floor-standing 360

Washdown WC for children
floor-standing 315

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing 360

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
360

Washdown WC
floor-standing 355

Washdown WC Compact
floor-standing 360

DirectFlush washdown WC
Vita
floor-standing 360

Washdown WC Vita
floor-standing 360

Urinals
300

Urinals Compact
290

Urinals
360

Urinals
285

Shower tray
Square 1000, 900, 800

Shower tray
Rectangular 1200, 1000, 900

Shower tray
Quarter circle 900

Shower tray
Pentagonal 900

Baths
Rectangular 1700, 1600

Baths
Rectangular 1900, 1800

Commercial models
1000

Commercial models
860

Commercial models
450

Commercial models
895, 795

Commercial models
695, 595, 495
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PURA

Washbasins
1200

Washbasins
1200

Washbasins
1000, 800

Washbasins
650

Bidets
wall-mounted 370

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
370

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washbasins
1000, 800

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 375

Vanity unit
1250

Vanity unit
950, 750

Side cabinet
350

Tall cabinet
350

Washdown WC
floor-standing 370

SENTIQUE

Washbasins
1300

SQUARO EDGE 12

Baths
Oval, Freestanding 1800

Baths
Freestanding 1800
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Baths
Rectangular 1900, 1800, 1700,
1600

Washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

SQUARO INFINITY

Shower tray
1000, 900, 800

Shower tray
1800, 1700, 1600, 1500, 1400,
1300, 1200, 1100

Shower tray
1000, 900, 800

SQUARO SUPER FLAT

Shower tray
Square 1000, 900

Shower tray
Rectangular 1200

Shower tray
Rectangular 1800, 1700,
1600, 1400

Shower tray
Quarter circle 900

Washbasins
1300

Washbasins
1300

Washbasins
1000, 800

Washbasins
1000, 800

Washbasins
650, 600, 550

Washbasins
650, 600

Washbasins
630

Washbasins
630

Handwashbasin
500, 450

Handwashbasin
500

Handwashbasin
370

Washbasins
650, 600, 550

Washbasins
630

Washbasins
630

Handwashbasin
500, 450

Handwashbasin
500

SUBWAY 2.0
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Handwashbasin
370

Handwashbasin
320

Bidets
wall-mounted 355

Bidets Compact
wall-mounted 370

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
370

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Washdown WC Compact
wall-mounted 355

DirectFlush washdown WC
Compact
wall-mounted 355

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 410

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
370

Shower tray
Square 1000, 900

Shower tray
Rectangular 1800, 1600, 1400,
1200, 1000

Shower tray
Quarter circle 900

Baths
Rectangular 1900, 1800, 1700,
1600

Baths
Corner 1300

Baths
Oval 1900, 1800

Baths
Offset 1700

Baths
Hexagonal 1900

Baths
Oval 1900, 1800

Baths
Asymmetric incl. integrated
shower zone 1700

Vanity unit
1287

Vanity unit
1287

Vanity unit
1287

Vanity unit
1287

Vanity unit
987

Vanity unit
987

Vanity unit
787

Vanity unit
787

Vanity unit
637, 587, 537

Vanity unit
637, 587, 537

Vanity unit
987

Vanity unit
989

Vanity unit
485, 440

Vanity unit
485, 440

Vanity unit
636, 588, 536

Vanity unit
636, 588, 537

Vanity unit
987
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Vanity unit
989

Vanity unit
350

Vanity unit
350

Vanity unit
240

Vanity unit
240

Side cabinet
240

Tall cabinet
350

Tall cabinet
350

Shelf
280

Shelf
280

Mirror
1000

Side cabinet
570

Shelf
530

Sideboard
758

Side cabinet
354

Side cabinet
354

SUBWAY INFINITY

Shower tray
Rectangle 1600, 1500, 1400,
1200

Shower tray
Rectangle 1000, 900, 800

TRUE OAK

Vanity unit
1000

Vanity unit
1000

Towel holder
50
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VENTICELLO

Vanity washbasin
1300

Vanity washbasin
1200, 1000

Vanity washbasin
1000

Vanity washbasin
1000

Vanity washbasin
800

Washbasin
650, 600

Surface-mounted washbasin
550

Handwashbasin
500

Bidets
wall-mounted 375

Bidets
floor-standing, back to wall
375

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 375

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
375

DirectFlush washdown WC
floor-standing, back to wall
375

Vanity unit
1253

Vanity unit
1253

Vanity unit
1153

Vanity unit
1153

Vanity unit
953, 753

Vanity unit
953, 753

Vanity unit
953

Vanity unit
953

Vanity unit
603, 553

Vanity unit
603, 553

Vanity unit
466

Vanity unit
466

Vanity unit
1257

Vanity unit
1257

Vanity unit
957, 757

Vanity unit
957, 757

Vanity unit
957

Vanity unit
957

Vanity unit
957

Vanity unit
957

Side cabinet
404

Tall cabinet
404

Tall cabinet
404
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Vanity washbasin
1300

Vanity washbasin
1000

Vanity washbasin
800

Washbasins
650, 600

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 370

Shower-toilet
wall-mounted 370

DirectFlush washdown WC
wall-mounted 410

Stool
370

Shower panel
665

Vanity unit
1263

Vanity unit
1263

Vanity unit
963, 763

Vanity unit
963, 763

Vanity unit
613, 563

Vanity unit
613, 563

Console with mirror
1450

Console
1450

Stool on casters
420

Unit on castors
420

Tall cabinet
400

Tall cabinet
400
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Visit us online!
www.villeroy-boch.com

A LOOK BEHIND THE SCENES:
Discover Villeroy & Boch on Facebook and YouTube, too!
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Villeroy&Boch on the Internet

BATHROOM INSPIRATOR
In just a few clicks you can try out all kinds of design ideas for your bathroom. Mix
and match products, colours and forms to your heart’s content and gain an initial
impression of how your new dream bathroom could look.
villeroyboch.com/bathroom-inspiration

BATHROOM PLANNER
Or plan your dream bathroom yourself! Use the 3D bathroom planner to position
selected products precisely in an exact ground plan of your own bathroom and then
send your plans to your local specialist dealer.
villeroyboch.com/bathroom-planner

DEALER LOCATOR
You’d like a personal consultation? Arrange an appointment with your local
Villeroy & Boch specialist dealer and enjoy perfect, all-round service — from the first
design idea to the completed dream bathroom.
villeroyboch.com/dealerlocator

MEDIA WORLD APP
Download all the information you need on Bathrooms and Wellness from
Villeroy & Boch to your smartphone or tablet, from the latest innovations to
brochures, video clips and plenty more.
villeroyboch.com/mediaworld

Project our products into your bathroom with our Augmented Reality App: villeroyboch.com/augmented-reality-app
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VILLEROY&BOCH

UNITED KINGDOM
Villeroy&Boch (UK) Limited
Bathroom and Wellness
267 Merton Road
London SW18 5JS
Tel. +44 (0) 208 871 40 28
Fax +44 (0) 208 870 37 20
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Your sales consultant

WWW.VILLEROY-BOCH.COM

